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            Abstract
Many animals keep track of their angular heading over time while navigating through their environment. However, a neural-circuit architecture for computing heading has not been experimentally defined in any species. Here we describe a set of clockwise- and anticlockwise-shifting neurons in the Drosophila central complex whose wiring and physiology provide a means to rotate an angular heading estimate based on the flyâ€™s angular velocity. We show that each class of shifting neurons exists in two subtypes, with spatiotemporal activity profiles that suggest different roles for each subtype at the start and end of tethered-walking turns. Shifting neurons are required for the heading system to properly track the flyâ€™s heading in the dark, and stimulation of these neurons induces predictable shifts in the heading signal. The central features of this biological circuit are analogous to those of computational models proposed for head-direction cells in rodents and may shed light on how neural systems, in general, perform integration.
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                    Figure 1: The activity of three cell types in the protocerebral bridge tracks the flyâ€™s heading.


Figure 2: P-EN neurons in the left and right bridge are asymmetrically active when the fly turns, consistent with an anatomically inspired model for neural integration.


Figure 3: The P-EN1 activity peak leads, and the P-EN2 peak trails, a rotating E-PG peak in the ellipsoid body, as predicted by their activity in the bridge.


Figure 4: P-EN1 and P-EN2 bridge asymmetries respectively lead and lag phase shifts in time, and impairing P-ENs impairs E-PG phase updating in the dark.


Figure 5: P-EN neurons medially excite E-PG neurons in the bridge, consistent with a model of neural integration.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Processing of protocerebral bridge signals from E-PG, P-EN1 and P-EN2 neurons in the presence of a closed-loop bar.
a, Each z slice, averaged over an entire E-PG>GCaMP6m recording, with glomeruli outlined. b, Processing of the EPG>GCaMP6m signal to generate the plot in Fig. 1g. From left to right: raw mean signal in each glomerulus over time, z-score normalization for each glomerulus independently, âˆ†F/F normalization for each glomerulus independently, power spectrum of the âˆ†F/F signal computed for each time point (row) independently. The E-PG phase extracted from the Fourier component with a period of eight glomeruli of the âˆ†F/F bridge signal is overlaid on each GCaMP plot in black. c, E-PG phase (blue) shifted with a constant offset to best match the bar position (dark grey). d, e, Same as a, b but for P-EN1 neurons originally plotted in Fig. 1h. That P-EN cells do not innervate the middle two glomeruli of the bridge slightly complicates the power spectrum analysis. Specifically, black arrows highlight transient peaks in the power spectrum at approximately 16 glomeruli, which are artefacts of the P-EN GCaMP peaks crossing the centre of the bridge. f, From left to right: P-EN1 âˆ†F/F signal with the middle two glomeruli filled in by averaging signals located one period (8 glomeruli) away, power spectrum of the â€˜filled inâ€™ âˆ†F/F bridge signal (note absence of artefactual peaks at 16 glomeruli), P-EN phase extracted from the Fourier component with a period of 8 glomeruli of the â€˜filled inâ€™ âˆ†F/F bridge signal (orange), shifted with a constant offset to best match the bar position (dark grey). gâ€“i, Same as dâ€“f but for P-EN2 neurons originally plotted in Fig. 1i. In all plots showing bar position over time, the gap in the arena where the bar is not displayed is shown in grey. jâ€“l, Periodicity of the bridge signal at peak power in the power spectrum for each cell type. Each circle represents one fly. The mean and s.d. are shown. mâ€“o, Offsets that minimize the distance between GCaMP phase and bar position for all 50-s trials for each cell type. Only data for which the bar was visible were included in computing the offsets. In o, fly 10 had only three bar trials. See Methods for details. a.u., arbitrary units; DFT, discrete Fourier transform.


Extended Data Figure 2 Processing of protocerebral bridge signals from E-PG, P-EN1 and P-EN2 neurons in the dark.
a, Processing of the E-PG>GCaMP6m signal to generate the plot in Fig. 2g. Bridge signals are plotted over time as in Extended Data Fig. 1b, but in the dark. b, Phase from the âˆ†F/F signal and ball position. Because the phase and ball position drift over time in the dark, we did not align the two signals by finding the best offset over the entire trial; rather, we nulled the offset between the GCaMP phase and ball heading at time zero, letting the signals drift naturally over time. For display purposes, we applied a constant gain to the ball position signal, which we determined from the slope of a linear regression between the GCaMP phase and ball velocity. c, d, P-EN1 signals (originally plotted in Fig. 4a) over time as in Extended Data Fig. 1e, f, but in the dark. e, f, Same as c, d, but for P-EN2 signals (originally plotted in Fig. 4b). The ball position gains are 0.75 for E-PG (b), 1.0 for P-EN1 (d) and 0.89 for P-EN2 (f). For P-EN1, the slope of the linear regression between phase and ball velocity was poorly estimated (see Supplementary Discussion) and thus we hand-picked the gain (1.0) in this case. That these gains are not all equal does not mean that each cell type has its own gain (see Supplementary Discussion). Note the different timescale compared to Extended Data Fig. 1. Also note that the time window was expanded in a, b, compared to Fig. 2g, to be the same length as in câ€“f. gâ€“i, Periodicity of the bridge signal at peak power in the power spectrum for each cell type. Each circle represents one fly. The mean and s.d. are shown.


Extended Data Figure 3 Example visual tuning curves in E-PG, P-EN1 and P-EN2 neurons across glomeruli in the protocerebral bridge.
aâ€“c, Tuning curves of GCaMP activity as a function of bar position for each glomerulus in a sample fly for E-PGs (a), P-EN1s (b) and P-EN2s (c). Data associated with bar positions in the 90Â° gap in the back of the arena (not visible) are not shown. The mean and s.d. across time points for each 22.5Â° bar position bin are shown.


Extended Data Figure 4 P-EN neuroanatomy: explanation for the numbering scheme, sytGFP localization, and multicolour single cell labelling.
a, Numbering used in the literature for the protocerebral bridge and ellipsoid body. b, Rearrangement of the left and right bridges and a linearized ellipsoid body that highlights the pattern of anatomical projections for E-PGs and P-ENs. Arrows indicate the expected direction of signalling (dendrite to axon) for each cell21,22 (also see e, f). The dashed line in a shows where the ellipsoid body is opened to display it linearly. Tile 1 is repeated as a visual aid, as the ellipsoid body is circular. c, d, Same as a, b but using a modified numbering scheme. In d, the numbers are constant along each column (with the exception that glomerulus 9 from either side of the bridge matches up with ellipsoid body tile 1), highlighting the fact that E-PGs project within the same column, whereas left-bridge P-ENs project to the right (+1, or clockwise) and right-bridge P-ENs project to the left (âˆ’1, or anticlockwise). e, f, Sample images of synaptotagminâ€“GFP (sytGFP, labelling putative axonal terminals) and tdTomato (labelling the entire cell) expressed in P-EN1 (e) and P-EN2 (f) neurons. These data are consistent with P-ENs having extensive presynaptic terminals in the ellipsoid body and noduli but few in the protocerebral bridge. gâ€“l, Sample multicolour flip-out images for P-EN neurons driven by VT032906â€“Gal4 (P-EN1, g, h), VT020739â€“Gal4 (P-EN2, i, j), and 12D09â€“Gal4 (P-EN2, k, l). The multicolour flip-out method41 allows one to visualize single randomly selected cells from a Gal4 driver line (which might label a dense thicket of cells) in their entirety, like a multicoloured Golgi stain. The neuropil is shown in grey. Single neurons are coloured. Glomerulus numbers, including L for left and R for right, are shown in the bridge. After tracing each neuron from the bridge to the ellipsoid body, we labelled the terminals in the ellipsoid body with the bridge glomerulus from which they originated, using our revised numbering scheme (c, d). VT032906â€“Gal4 stains a neuron type that passes near the bridge, but does not innervate the bridge, ellipsoid body or noduli (for example, the green neuron in g). VT020739â€“Gal4 stains a neuron type that innervates the noduli, but not the ellipsoid body or bridge (for example, the blue neurons innervating the noduli from the sides in j). Virtually all neurons labelled in the bridge and ellipsoid body were consistent with P-ENs (see Supplementary Information Table 1). 12D09â€“Gal4 very rarely revealed flip-outs of protocerebral bridge local neurons, not shown here (see Supplementary Information Table 1). eb, ellipsoid body; no, noduli; pb, protocerebral bridge.


Extended Data Figure 5 P-EN1 and P-EN2 bridge asymmetry during turns in closed-loop bar and dark conditions, computed with z-score and âˆ†F/F normalization.
aâ€“c, Rightâ€“left bridge activity (bottom) and the flyâ€™s turning velocity (top), averaged over multiple turns, for P-EN1s (a), P-EN2s (b) and E-PGs (c), as in Fig. 2hâ€“j, in closed-loop bar conditions. The rightâ€“left GCaMP signal is computed from z-score normalized data. dâ€“f, Same as aâ€“c but in constant darkness. gâ€“l, Same as aâ€“f, except that the rightâ€“left GCaMP signal is computed from âˆ†F/F normalized data. The mean and s.e.m. across turns are shown. Only data for which the bar was visible on the front 270Â° of the LED arena were included for closed-loop bar plots. See Methods for details.


Extended Data Figure 6 P-EN1 and P-EN2 asymmetries are driven in part by optic flow.
a, Sample trajectory of one of hundreds of dots used to create our optic flow stimulus. Each dot appeared at a random location, travelled 4 azimuthal pixels (7.5Â°), and then disappeared. The dashed circle is drawn as a point of reference, and was not presented on the screen. b, c, Rightâ€“left P-EN1 bridge activity during open-loop optic flow to the left (b) and to the right (c) at 45Â°/s (left column) and 90Â°/s (right column) during trials in which the fly did not, on average, turn (â€‰Â±â€‰10Â°/s) in response to the optic flow stimulus. d, e, Same as b, c but for P-EN2 neurons. fâ€“i, Same as bâ€“e, except that trials were included only if the fly turned with the direction of optic flow (>10Â°/s in the direction of optic flow). The mean and s.e.m. across trials are shown. For display, the stimulus position was nulled at time zero to highlight the movement of the stimulus. In trials in which flies turned with the direction of optic flow, the direction of visual motion experienced on their retinas was opposite to that expected from their own turning behavior. That is, the visual optic flow inputs (presented in open loop) indicated an angular velocity with the opposite sign to that indicated by proprioceptive/efference-copy inputs. The fact that we observe a weaker asymmetry in fâ€“i compared to bâ€“e, argues that optic flow and proprioceptive/efference-copy inputs are combined to generate the P-EN bridge asymmetry.


Extended Data Figure 7 Co-labelling of P-EN1 and P-EN2 driver lines.
aâ€“c, Maximum z-projection of a brain with 12D09-driven neurons expressing GFP and VT032906-driven neurons expressing tdTomato. a, GFP (12D09) signal. b, tdTomato (VT032906) signal. c, Composite of a and b. Physiological experiments suggest that VT032906 primarily labels P-EN1 neurons, whereas 12D09 primarily labels P-EN2 neurons (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 8b, d). As expected, most P-EN neurons are primarily labelled by one of the two drivers, but some neurons are labelled by both (examples denoted with asterisks). dâ€“f, Same as aâ€“c but with VT020739-driven neurons expressing tdTomato. Physiological experiments suggest that both 12D09 and VT020739 primarily label P-EN2 neurons (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 8c, d). As expected, almost all labelled P-EN neurons are labelled by both P-EN2 drivers. P-ENs often showed fluorescent signals whose strength varied across glomeruli, which could reflect varying innervation densities across the bridge. They could also reflect incomplete targeting of P-ENs by our driver lines.


Extended Data Figure 8 Simultaneous imaging of the protocerebral bridge and ellipsoid body for each cell type separately and dual-colour imaging of GCaMP6f and jRGECO1a in E-PGs in the ellipsoid body.
a, We imaged the bridge and ellipsoid body in the same fly, at the same time, using a tall z-stack that encompassed both structures, to determine the relationship between the signals measured in each structure. b, Phase-nulled P-EN1 signals measured in the bridge (orange) and ellipsoid body (grey). The signals measured in the bridge were replotted onto the ellipsoid body using the P-EN projection pattern. c, d, Same as b but for P-EN2 signals from VT020739-Gal4 (c) and 12D09-Gal4 (d). e, As in a but for imaging E-PGs, with the bridge in blue. f, Same as b for E-PGs, with the left and right bridge in blue. In bâ€“d and f, the mean and s.e.m. across flies are shown (in f, the s.e.m. for the bridge curves (blue) are omitted for clarity). Both the bridge and ellipsoid body signals were nulled using the ellipsoid body phase. Note that the positions of the left- and right-bridge peaks are inverted between P-EN1 and P-EN2. These results are consistent with the dual-imaging experiments in Fig. 3, and support the idea that the results in Fig. 3 were not due to crosstalk between the red and green channels. g, Schematic illustrating imaging from the ellipsoid body. hâ€“j, Phase-nulled ellipsoid body signals of GCaMP6f and jRGECO1a co-expressed in E-PGs, computed for when the fly turned left (h, âˆ’300Â°/s), walked straight (i, 0Â°/s) or turned right (j, +300Â°/s), 300â€‰ms before the calcium signal, as in Fig. 3kâ€“p. The mean and s.e.m. across flies are shown. We observed no consistent, strong asymmetries in the jRGECO1a and GCaMP6f signals during left or right turns when both indicators were expressed in E-PGs. These data argue that the asymmetries we observed in dual imaging of P-ENs and E-PGs in the ellipsoid body (Fig. 3mâ€“p) were not an artefact of indicator kinetics. Data are averaged over bar and dark conditions.


Extended Data Figure 9 Analysis of ellipsoid body asymmetry in P-EN1s and P-EN2s relative to E-PGs in the ellipsoid body.
a, Mean E-PG and P-EN1 activity in the ellipsoid body triggered on when the fly was turning to the left (âˆ’300Â°/s, upper panel) or right (+300Â°/s, lower panel), as in Fig. 3mâ€“p, but over time. The P-EN1 and E-PG signals were phase-nulled using the E-PG phase. b, Same as a but for P-EN2 activity. c, d, When analysing the two-colour imaging experiments in Fig. 3iâ€“p, we calculated the cross correlation between the ellipsoid body asymmetry in P-EN1 (c) or P-EN2 (d) and the E-PG phase velocity in the ellipsoid body. A positive correlation indicates an increased P-EN signal in the direction in which the E-PG peak is moving. A positive lag indicates that the P-EN asymmetry comes after the change in the E-PG phase. Thus, the P-EN1 peak tends to lead the E-PG peak whereas the P-EN2 peak tends to lag behind the E-PG peak. Note that we also observed a smaller, negative, late peak in the signal driven by the P-EN1 Gal4 and a smaller positive, early peak in the signal driven by the P-EN2 Gal4, suggesting that each Gal4 line contains some number of both P-EN1 and P-EN2 cells, but with more of one than the other. e, f, Same as c, d, except that the P-EN ellipsoid body asymmetry is correlated with the flyâ€™s turning velocity. A positive lag indicates that the P-EN asymmetry comes after the fly turns. Arrows indicate the lag where the mean correlation was greatest. In câ€“f, thin lines represent single flies and thick lines represent the mean across flies. Data are averaged over bar and dark conditions.


Extended Data Figure 10 The effects of blocking P-EN synaptic transmission on the ability of E-PGs to track a landmark, and controls for the P2X2 experiments.
a, b, E-PG activity in the bridge from the same fly as in Fig. 4e, f (P-EN1>shibirets), except with a closed-loop bar, at 22â€‰Â°C (a) and 32â€‰Â°C (b). c, Correlations between phase and bar velocity, for three P-EN-Gal4 lines driving shibirets, with parental controls. Each circle represents one fly. The mean and s.e.m. across flies are shown. d, Same as c, but plotting circular correlations between phase and bar position. Only data in which the bar was visible in the front 270Â° of the arena were used for calculating correlations. Trials during which the bar was visible for less than 10â€‰s were excluded, with some flies having no trials passing this criterion. The total number of flies (without excluding flies that did not pass the above criterion) for each genotype is shown. The mean and s.e.m. across included flies are shown. Only VT020739â€“Gal4 seems to affect the ability of the E-PG signal to track a visual landmark, suggesting that perhaps this effect is due to non-P-EN neurons targeted by this line, for example visual lobe neurons, or that this effect requires stronger Gal4 expression in P-ENs in this line. e, The change in the phase-nulled E-PG>GCaMP6f and ATP (Alexa594) signals during an ATP pulse, with P-EN1s expressing P2X2. We subtracted the average E-PG signal at âˆ’0.3 to 0.0â€‰s from the average at 0.7 to 1.0â€‰s with respect to the time of the pressure pulse, highlighting the effect of the stimulation. We subtracted the average Alexa594 (ATP) signal at âˆ’0.3 to 0.0â€‰s from the average immediately (1 frame) after stimulation. The irregular dips in the E-PG signal are due to the fact that the E-PG phase was not uniformly distributed immediately before stimulation. Both signals were phase-nulled using the position of the pipette. f, Same as e, but without ATP in the same flies. g, h, Same as e, f, but with P-EN2s expressing P2X2. i, j, Same as e, f but with no Gal4 as a control for the specificity of P2X2 expression. In eâ€“j, thin lines represent single flies, and thick lines represent the means across flies.
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Sample raw GCaMP6f signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (E-PG>GCaMP6f raw 1.00x fixation Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6f signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment, and tends to maintain its heading within this virtual environment such that the bar remains in front of the fly. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge accurately track the position of the bar over time. Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at real time-speed. (MP4 1101 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (E-PG>GCaMP6m_raw_1.00x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge accurately track the position of the bar over time. Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at real time-speed. (MP4 1575 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (E-PG>GCaMP6m_raw_0.50x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from E-PG neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge accurately track the position of the bar over time. Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at half-speed. (MP4 1970 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN1 neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (P-EN1>GCaMP6m_raw_1.00x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN1 neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge are only strongly active when the fly turns, and that these peaks are asymmetrically active during these turns. In this video, the fly expresses only one copy of VT032906-Gal4 and UAS-GCaMPm, compared to the two copies of each used in generating Figs. 1-2. The P-EN1 signal in the single copy flies highlights the transient nature of P-EN1 activity during turns. Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at real time-speed. (MP4 2011 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN1 neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (P-EN1>GCaMP6m_raw_0.50x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN1 neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge are only strongly active when the fly turns, and that these peaks are asymmetrically active during these turns. In this video, the fly expresses only one copy of VT032906-Gal4 and UAS-GCaMPm, compared to the two copies of each used in generating Figs. 1-2. The P-EN1 signal in the single copy flies highlights the transient nature of P-EN1 activity during turns. Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at half-speed. (MP4 2408 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN2 neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (P-EN2>GCaMP6m_raw_1.00x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN2 neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge accurately track the position of the bar over time. The turn-related asymmetries are not as evident in the raw P-EN2 videos as they are in the P-EN1 videos - they are, however, evident from a quantitative analysis of the P-EN2 signals (Fig. 2-3). Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at real time-speed. (MP4 1918 kb)


Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN2 neurons in the protocerebral bridge shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour (P-EN2>GCaMP6m_raw_0.50x Sample)
Sample raw GCaMP6m signals from P-EN2 neurons in the protocerebral bridge are shown as the fly performs tethered walking behaviour. The fly is controlling the azimuthal position of a bright blue bar in closed loop during this experiment. Note that the 2-3 peaks of GCaMP signal in the protocerebral bridge accurately track the position of the bar over time. The turn-related asymmetries are not as evident in the raw P-EN2 videos as they are in the P-EN1 videos - they are, however, evident from a quantitative analysis of the P-EN2 signals (Fig. 2-3). Shown is the maximum z-projection across 3 z-slices. The resulting z-projection was smoothed with a 0.65-pixel (~0.5 Âµm) gaussian. Since the fly is displayed from the front, the right bridge is displayed on the left, and the left bridge on the right, contrary to all Figures and Extended Data Figures. The video is played at half-speed. (MP4 2384 kb)
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Spatial navigation has been shown to rely in part on 'head-direction neurons', which act like an internal compass in several animal species, but the neuronal circuits that generate and update the persistent activity of these cells are unknown. Now Gaby Maimon and colleagues identify two types of upstream neurons that tell the Drosophila head-direction signal when to rotate, and by how much, as the animal's head turns. The P-EN1 neurons act like a gas pedal at the start of the rotation, whereas P-EN2 neurons act like a brake at the end of it, while the magnitude of an asymmetry between left- and right-hand side P-EN neurons marks the velocity of head rotation. These findings will not only inform computational models proposed for spatial integration in other species, such as ants, bees and rodents, but could also help neuroscientists to understand how brains in general integrate transient inputs into persistent activity.
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